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Ql. (a) For a study, the number of leaves of 20 plants have been recorded as follows.

13 252452 33 3422 33 4234

i. Draw the stem and leaf plot for the above data.

ii. Build the frequency distribution for the number of leaves.

iii. Find the mean, variance iind coefficient of variation for the number of

leaves based on frequency distribution in part (ii).

(b) The weights X (in grams, g) of insects of a certain species are normally dis-

tributed with mean 1009 and standard deviation 59. Find the probability that

the weight of an insect randomly selected will be

i. less than 909;

ii. between 909 and 1109;

iii. more than 1109

Q2. The following table gives the soil temperature X (in "C) and the number of days Y

for germination of pea nuts.

Temperature X

Number of days Y

9111477202125
44 35 34 28 25 20 16



-

form Y :00* B1X *e.

. iv. Interpret the estimated paraineters in part (iii).
a

v. Predict the number of days for germination, when soil temperature is 18
'

Q3. (a) Simplify each of the following:

i. Draw a suitable plot to represent the relationship between temperature

number of days for germination and discuss it.

ii' Compute the correlation coefficient between temperature and number of
?.for germination and interpret it.

iii. Estimate the parameters pe and B1 in the simple linear regression model of

{Bv-6F
t/FA - 3v-2x

(?)-i*8o. (T)a*1o';-'

'rf a,b and c are three consecutive integers then show that rog(1 *
2logb.

If p:qzo, q:r2b andr:p2" thenprovethatabc:*.

If.2a - 3b :2 and ab : 6 then find 8o3 - 27b3.
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(c) Solve the following equations:

-o11i. n'**r*6:0;
2

1

ii. 45-sc - =j -,Qfr_2,()

iii. logr(r2 - 6r) : 3*logr(1 -c).

Q4. (a) Evaluate the following:
tt4- n'

1. lrm-' ;:i g- 1/'Fl['
r:__ 12+r-2
IIJII -___-__:___-_.
t-|oo 4fJ : I .:
Differentiate the function y = e-nsint with respect to r.

Find the maximum and minimum points of the function A : 13 -2r2
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Evaluate the following:
f *2 tn

' I .1,iq61o"'
f q^2

,. t aJJu. I -;- dn;
J yr"+L
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iii. I rlnr d,r.
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